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This week in your child’s guidance classroom lesson we reviewed the definition of 
conflict.  Conflict  was defined as a: Problem, Disagreement, Argument, Dispute. 
Children were shown a bungee cord which can serve as a reminder because, when 
we are involved in a conflict, we can often feel we are being pulled in many 
different directions.  
 
For the first part of the lesson we also reviewed the definition of Peer Pressure.  
Peer pressure was defined as: “Pressure from kids close to your age to do things 
that may be dangerous, harmful or illegal.”  To practice what to do or say when 
confronted with peer pressure, we continued our “Call and Respond” role playing 
activity from Part I of our lesson last month.  We practiced these 6 Conflict 
Resolution Assertiveness Skills: (Sayback, Planning Ahead, Suggesting a Different 
Activity, Being Assertive, Compromising, Persuasion). 
 
Next, children learned the importance of being a GOOD LISTENER. Being a good 
listener can help prevent many types of conflicts and lessen peer pressure as well. 
 
ACTIVE LISTENING includes nodding your head, eye contact, leaning forward 
and saybacks. Good active listeners can paraphrase or say back what they think 
they heard.  This helps to avoid possible misunderstandings and potential 
conflicts. Children had fun participating in Partner Interviews.  Students asked 
each other questions, listened to the answer, and then did a “sayback.” A 
Sayback is simply repeating back, in your own words what someone has just 
said. Saybacks help ensure that the listener accurately heard what the speaker 
has just said, helping to avoid confusion and potential conflict.  Interview 
questions that were asked included: Favorite Season and Why; Favorite Food 
and Why, What Superpower Would You Want and Why?  Besides learning and 
practicing active listening skills, children also had fun learning more about one 



another! Being a good listener has proven over and over to be such a wonderful 
conflict resolution strategy!   
 
REFLECTIVE LISTENING   includes: 

� Listening with complete attention to the speaker 
� Repeating back in your own words what they just said 
� When people are listened to in this way, they feel like they are important 
� They listen better to you when it’s your turn to speak, because you 

listened well! 
 
For the next part of the lesson, we moved on to the topic of  Stress Management  
and how conflicts and peer pressure can increase our levels of stress.  Children 
jotted down some notes about stress. 
 
Stress is: 

� Your body’s reaction to a demand or danger 
Stress can involve: 

� Internal Stressors-Worries about events that have not yet taken place  (An 
upcoming test) 

� External Stressors-Stress during an event (Taking the actual test) 
Children learned that not all stress is bad.  In fact, stress helps prepare your body 
to meet life’s many challenges. We discussed what events cause us stress.  Our 
listed included homework, NJASK testing, tests, sports, more homework, etc… 
 
Next, we discussed how stress can affect us: 

� Physical=Heart beats faster, sweaty palms, etc.. 
� Emotional=Excessive worry, feeling lonely 
� Cognitive=Thinking “I can’t do this” or “I’m no good.” 

Children then brainstormed some stress busters. 
Some stress busters included the following: 

� Taking deep breaths 
� Positive self-talk (“I can do it!” or “I’ll be okay!”) 
� Exercise 
� Journal writing 
� Guided imagery (imagining a peaceful place) 

 
Students were given a list of Mr. Rauschenberger’s “Top 10” Stress Busters as well 
as a Volcano paper.  A volcano can be a good analogy when thinking about 
stress and how, if stress is not dealt with and handled safely, we can “blow our 
top and explode.”  Students were encouraged to write down their own “Stress 
Busters” on the volcano paper.  Students were to keep one paper in school and 
bring one home, so they can easily access either paper anywhere and any time.   
To conclude the lesson, students played the conflict resolution/stress management 
game Climbing Like Mad (from Childwork/Childplay Games).  Students had fun 
reading different situation cards and had to come up with some effective stress 
management strategies.  Children were allowed to bring their game board and 
game card home to play with someone in their family!  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


